PRESS RELEASE
Hedenskogs acquired by Royal Den Hartogh Logistics

Rotterdam / Gothenburg, 4th April 2022 – Royal Den Hartogh Logistics has
strengthened its footprint in the Nordics with the acquisition of Hedenskogs Åkeri AB
(trucking) and Hedenskogs Tankeri AB (steam cleaning and storage) in Gothenburg,
Sweden. With this takeover the Den Hartogh Group adds a modern facility for tank
container cleaning and storage, and a new office building to its assets.

Hedenskogs Åkeri and Tankeri AB is specialised in the transport, heating and storage of
tank containers and employing a staff of thirteen. The storage depot is 10,000m2 and
accommodates 150 - 200 tank container units. Steam cleaning is performed on site
under strict safety policies. The complete acquisition allows Den Hartogh to improve
customer service and strengthens its local network. Fredrik Kimfors, General Manager
Nordics Den Hartogh: “Den Hartogh Nordics is in an expansion phase and through the
acquisition we are now also established in an exciting region with its own home base,
with strong growth.”

By combining efforts a common culture and matching market approach will be created.
The family culture of Hedenskogs Åkeri and Tankeri AB with a clear focus on employees
and safety perfectly fits in Den Hartogh’s way of working. Their best in class behaviour,
creativity and aim to always find a solution for its customers’ needs are shared values.
“The staff is the most important part of a company's success, and we have a fantastic
staff. We aim to create good conditions for a future where all employees develop
together with the company in a positive spirit.”, says parting owner Gabriella
Hedenskog.

With this addition, Den Hartogh is confident of further increasing customer satisfaction
by providing steam cleaning and storage on its own premises. The shared values and
common culture of ambitious people realising creative logistics solutions gives outlook
to a positive joined future.

More information
For more information about the merger between Royal Den Hartogh, Hedenskogs Åkeri
AB and Tankeri AB please contact your local representative at Den Hartogh or send your
question to communications@denhartogh.com.
About Royal Den Hartogh Logistics
Royal Den Hartogh Logistics is a leading Logistics Service Provider. Our family-owned
organisation was established in The Netherlands in 1920. As a bulk logistics service
provider for the chemical, gas, polymer and food industry, we combine the best
elements to create the optimal solution for each situation for more than a century.
Safety and operational excellence are embedded in our culture.
Den Hartogh has a presence in every region of the world, with premises/offices in 47
locations within 27 countries. Our workforce consists of more than 2,000 people and
our modern equipment includes more than 23,000 tank containers, 6,000 dry bulk
containers and specialised dry bulk trailers, 350 tank trailers and 625 trucks.
About Hedenskogs Åkeri AB and Tankeri AB
Hedenskogs Åkeri & Tankeri AB in Gothenburg is an independent family business
established in 1934. The company is run by Thomas & Gabriella Hedenskog, who
together with their competent employees, give maximum effort to the customers and
partners. Quality and really good service are the key words for us at Hedenskogs.
Hedenskogs transports, heats and cleans tank containers with quality, safety and
efficiency. We are flexible and simplify everyday life for you who are our customer.
Good service and a pleasant environment, along with green thinking, is a breeding
ground for good results for both you and us.

